
A NEW SENSE OF 

  PURPOSE
The Spirit of Ecstasy has always been the vanguard of 
Rolls-Royce and now she has been slightly raised in height 
to create an even more dynamic, yet graceful presence. 

Every detail that flows behind her is equally considered: 
from the elegant wake in the bonnet to the paintwork. 
With five layers of primer, paint and high-gloss clear coat, as 
well as a meticulous hand-polished finishing process, Ghost 
looks flawless from every angle. Whichever colour you 
select, as a final touch you can choose to add single or 
double coachlines hand-painted by our master craftspeople.



STEP INTO 

  DARKNESS
A new dimension in darkness. An irresistible invitation to the risk-takers 
and the rule-breakers. For those who crave the bolder side of life. 

This is Ghost Black Badge.

An unexpected twist on the world’s most iconic automotive marque, 
Black Badge has an undeniable presence, a head turning model for those 
who relish adventure and wish to explore the darker edges of existence.



OWN THE  

  NIGHT
When still, Ghost Black Badge exudes a magnetic presence. 

From the moment it arrives, the dark chrome grille announces a 
daring new aesthetic. Layer upon layer of Xirallic® paint enhances 
its dramatic silhouette and takes the black bodywork to new 
depths, complemented with flashes of dark chrome on the boot 
lid and exhaust pipes. The 21” carbon fibre composite wheels add 
to the striking presence. While the badge and Spirit of Ecstasy, also 
reborn in black, become contemporary incarnations of the most 
classic of automotive icons.

This is a motor car that does not hide in the shadows… but revels 
in the dark. 



INCOMPARABLE 

  INTENSITY
Darkened vent surrounds. Carbon accents. Beyond the door of Ghost 
Black Badge lies a sleekly luxurious cabin cloaked in attitude. Where the 
smoothest black leather contrasts with a vivid palette of bold colours. 
Aircraft-grade aluminium thread has been expertly woven into carbon 
fibre to form a new technical fibre, unique to the automotive world. 
This striking design transforms the inside, from the fascia to the door 
cappings and picnic tables, surrounding you with the glint of possibility. 

An infinity symbol embellishes the clock and rear centre seat: the 
definitive symbol for a person with a daring attitude and desire to  
push limits.



UNLEASH THE  

  POWER
Beyond the bold aesthetics, power lies poised. 

Enhanced steering and suspension heighten the effortless ride that 
is unmistakably, inimitably Ghost. Yet, as the speed increases, a new 
dimension to this distinctive model reveals itself. Armed with a muscular 
uprated 6.6-litre engine, Ghost Black Badge is capable of breathtaking 
pace. The honed gearbox delivers exceptional torque and lower ratio 
for an assured straight-line performance. 

Driver and motor car inextricably connected to the road. Responses are 
sharpened. Reaction becomes intuition. This is a model designed for the 
thrill of the drive. 



INSPIRATION
      IS  EVERYWHERE

Your Rolls-Royce is the ultimate expression of you. Whatever inspires 
you – an iconic era, a favourite city, the beauty of nature – our Bespoke 
team can bring it to life in your car, to reflect your tastes exactly.  
The only limit is your imagination. 



BESPOKE TO 

  YOU
There are so many ways you can personalise your Ghost. 
Select an alternative black version of the famous Rolls-Royce 
clock, or add a personalised motif to the headrest, embroidery 
and treadplates. Even the Spirit of Ecstasy can be finished to 
your taste: illuminated or gold plated for example. For a final 
flourish, add your design to the coachline, which is painted by 
hand with a fine brush made from ox and squirrel hair. 

Collaborate with your dealer and the Bespoke team to create 
a truly unique motor car.



This Rolls-Royce Ghost found inspiration in the majestic riches 
of India. Named after the ‘Tiger of Mysore’, a legendary Sultan 
and ruler of the kingdom of Mysore in 18th-century India, 
this Bespoke model echoes the golden age of Maharajas and 
princely states. A jewel in the Ghost crown, it brings together 
India’s national bird, capturing the power of the tiger and the 
prowess of the peacock – an instant collector’s item.

The graceful exterior contrasts vivid Peacock Blue with cool 
tones. Inside, hand-stitched tiger and peacock motifs adorn 
the headrests, coachline and marquetry. The Seashell armrest 
emulates the peacock unveiling its colours: when lowered, 
feather embroidery in Moccasin and vivid Turchese is revealed.

IGNITE
      YOUR IMAGINATION



Dimensions

Vehicle length  5399 mm / 212.6 in
Vehicle width 1948 mm / 76.7 in
Vehicle height (unladen) 1550 mm / 61.0 in
Wheelbase 3295 mm / 129.7 in

Weight

Unladen weight (DIN) 2360 kg / 5203 lb
Curb weight (USA) 2490 kg / 5490 lb

Engine

Engine / cylinders / valves V / 12 / 48
Fuel management Direct injection
Maximum torque @ engine speed 820 Nm / 605 lb ft @ 1500 rpm
Power output @ engine speed 563 bhp / 570 PS (DIN) / 420 kW @ 5250 rpm

Performance*

Top speed 155 mph / 250 km/h (governed)
Acceleration 0-60 mph (USA) 4.7 sec (4.8 sec)
Acceleration 0-100 km/h (USA) 4.9 sec (5.0 sec)

Fuel Consumption

Urban 21.8 ltr/100 km / 13.0 mpg (Imp.)
Extra urban 9.9 ltr/100 km / 28.5 mpg (Imp.)
Combined consumption 14.3 ltr/100 km / 19.8 mpg (Imp.)
CO2 emissions (combined) 327 g/km

Fuel Consumption (USA and Canada)†

City (USA) TBC
Highway (USA) TBC
City (Canada) TBC
Highway (Canada) TBC

1948 mm / 76.7 in 5399 mm / 212.6 in

3295 mm / 129.7 in

Dimensions

Vehicle length  5569 mm / 219.3 in
Vehicle width 1948 mm / 76.7 in
Vehicle height (unladen) 1550 mm / 61.0 in
Wheelbase 3465 mm / 136.4 in

Weight

Unladen weight (DIN) 2450 kg / 5401 lb
Curb weight (USA) 2570 kg / 5665 lb

Engine

Engine / cylinders / valves V / 12 / 48
Fuel management Direct injection
Maximum torque @ engine speed 820 Nm / 605 lb ft @ 1500 rpm
Power output @ engine speed 563 bhp / 570 PS (DIN) / 420 kW @ 5250 rpm

Performance*

Top speed 155 mph / 250 km/h (governed)
Acceleration 0-60 mph (USA) 4.8 sec (4.9 sec)
Acceleration 0-100 km/h (USA) 5.0 sec (5.1 sec)

Fuel Consumption 

Urban 22 ltr/100 km / 12.8 mpg (Imp.)
Extra urban 10.0 ltr/100 km / 28.2 mpg (Imp.)
Combined consumption 14.4 ltr/100 km / 19.6 mpg (Imp.)
CO2 emissions (combined) 329 g/km

Fuel Consumption (USA and Canada)†

City (USA) TBC
Highway (USA) TBC
City (Canada) TBC
Highway (Canada) TBC

3465 mm / 136.4 in

5569 mm / 219.3 in1948 mm / 76.7 in

 *  Manufacturer’s test results. Actual acceleration results may vary depending on specifications of the vehicle, 
road and environmental conditions, testing procedures and driving styles. These results should be used for 
comparison only and verification should not be attempted on public roads.

 †  EPA (Preliminary) – Use estimated mpg for comparison with other cars. Your mileage may vary with options, 
driving conditions, driving habits, the car’s condition, speed and trip length. Actual highway mileage will probably 
be less. The fuel efficiency data was determined using approved Transport Canada Test Methods.

Standard Wheelbase Technical Specification Extended Wheelbase Technical Specification 



Dimensions

Vehicle length  5399 mm / 212.6 in
Vehicle width 1948 mm / 76.7 in
Vehicle height (unladen) 1550 mm / 61.0 in
Wheelbase 3295 mm / 129.7 in 
Turning circle 13.4 m / 44.0 ft 
Boot Volume (DIN) 490 ltr / 17.3 ft3

Weight

Unladen weight (DIN) To be confirmed at start of production 
Curb weight (USA)  2490 kg / 5490 lb

Engine

Engine / cylinders / valves V / 12 / 48 
Fuel type 10:1 / Premium unleaded*

Fuel management Direct injection
Maximum torque @ engine speed 840 Nm / 620 lb ft @ 1650-5000 rpm
Power output @ engine speed 603 bhp / 450 kW / 612 PS @ 5250 rpm 

Performance†

Top speed 155 mph / 250 km/h (governed)
Acceleration 0-60 mph (USA) 4.6 sec
Acceleration 0-100 km/h (USA) 4.8 sec

Fuel Consumption

Urban 22.2 ltr/100 km / 12.7 mpg (lmp.)
Extra urban 10.1 ltr/100 km / 28 mpg (lmp.)
Combined consumption 14.6 ltr/100 km / 19.3 mpg (lmp.)
CO2 emissions (combined) 333 g/km

Fuel Consumption (USA and Canada)†

City (USA) TBC
Highway (USA) TBC
City (Canada) TBC
Highway (Canada) TBC

 †  Manufacturer’s test results. Actual acceleration results may vary depending on specifications of the vehicle, road and 
environmental conditions, testing procedures and driving styles. These results should be used for comparison only and 
verification should not be attempted on public roads. *  The engine is designed for Octane grade 95 fuel; however, it may be run on fuel with a minimum Octane grade of 91.

Ghost Black Badge Technical Specification 

1948 mm / 76.7 in 5399 mm / 212.6 in

3295 mm / 129.7 in

All illustrations and specifications are based upon current information available as at April 2016. Colours may vary.

Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Limited reserves the right to make changes at any time without notice. Images may show 
optional equipment and specific country variants may differ. Quoted speed and acceleration may vary. Model year 
designation on any particular model may be longer or shorter than 12 months. Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Limited makes 
all reasonable efforts to provide accurate information; however, there is no guarantee of accuracy.

No liability is assumed by Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Limited. Additional information may be obtained from your  
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars authorised dealership.

US distributor: Rolls-Royce Motor Cars NA, LLC, Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07677-7731.

© Copyright Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Limited 2016. Not to be reproduced or transmitted. The Rolls-Royce name and 
logo are registered trademarks, are owned by Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Limited and are used by Rolls-Royce Motor Cars 
NA, LLC with permission.

Part number 2 286 813 



www.rolls-roycemotorcars.com/ghost


